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EXPAND

Expansive windows and patio doors offer a home 
a sense of grandeur. A vast view is breathtaking to 

behold—you should feel the same sense of awe when 
it’s time to close the blinds. 

Graber Vertical Blinds will draw all ey es to your 
windows, whether the blinds are open or closed. 

Nearly 200 colors and patterns in four different vane 
styles ensure that your blinds will provide an artful 

accent to the landscape that lies beyond your window. 
Feel a sense of satisfaction every time you smoothly 

and effortlessly open or close your blinds—take 
comfort in the knowledge that, in purchasing Graber 

Vertical Blinds, you’ve  gained premium-quality 
materials and an award-winning design. 

YOUR SENSE OF SOPHISTICATION
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Revel in the whisper-thin fl ow of sheer materials, 
while still maintaining options in light control and 
privacy. Graber Sheer Vertical Blinds combine a 
gossamer-light sheer fabric in an array of colors 
with opaque vanes; a control option rotates the 
vanes open to unveil the sheer fabric and allow the 
sunlight to stream in. When the vanes are closed, 
they offer room-darkening light control and an 
uninterrupted view of the elegant fabric overlay. 
A pressed 4" hem provides a clean, professional 
fi nishing touch to your window treatment. 

A WHISPER OF FABRIC

4" DRAPERY HEM
The 4" folded hem provides the 

look of custom drapery. The edge 

of the fabric is fi nished similar to a 

professional curtain hem.

Sheer Vertical Blind with Cord and Chain Control, Split Stack, and Double Round 
Corner Valance: Cascade, Champagne 2080 
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Light and airy materials impart a sense 
of serenity in your space.

SHEERS
DELIGHT IN THE LIGHT
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For a look that envelops your room in the 
warmth of rich texture, choose Graber Fabric 
Vertical Blinds. The designer-inspired textiles 
offer unique design opportunities. Individual 
weights sewn into each fabric vane allow for 
easy control of your blinds while still providing 
the smooth fabric fl ow you sought after. 

The array of fabrics and vane options means 
that Graber Fabric Vertical Blinds provide 
varying degrees of light control. In rooms 
that require minimal light control, choose a 
fabric in a lighter tone to let the sunlight fi lter 
in. For spaces that require room darkening 
capabilities or increased privacy, choose a 
richer tone and fabric. Our two newest additions 
will offer maximum light and privacy control. 
Also, you can opt to simply add a Stay-Clear™ 
Channel Panel for increased light control.  

A SOFTER DIRECTION
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Surround yourself in the rich warmth 
of printed and textured fabrics.

INDULGE
IN TACTILE TEXTILES

   Fabric Vertical Blind with Cord and Chain Control and Split Stack: 
Compass, South Seas 0071; Flat Scallop Valance: Bellamy, Gemma 4361

CHANNEL PANELS
These opaque backing vanes provide stability, privacy, and 

a neutral outward-facing appearance. The channels are 

nearly indiscernible and won’t obstruct the view of your 

fabric, yet hold the fabric fi rmly in place.
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Vinyl vertical blinds offer the 
durability and style to withstand the 

test of time.

SAVOR
A STEADFAST CLASSIC

TIMELESS STYLES

If your sensibilities veer more towards the classic, 
consider Graber Vinyl Vertical Blinds. The durable 
material and abiding style of vertical blinds are made 
fresh with updated color choices and textures that 
catch the eye. What hasn’t changed is their effortless 
operation and dependable light control. 

Choose the classic crown vane for a time-honored 
appearance that accents any décor and emphasizes 
the scale of your larger windows. Or, opt for our 
S-shaped vanes. They mimic the smooth ripple of 
fabric blinds and, like fabric, fi t more closely together 
when closed, providing increased privacy and more 
light control. 

   Left: S-Shaped Vinyl Vertical Blind with Cord and Chain Control: Quantum, Shipwreck 3397

    Top: Crown Vinyl Vertical Blind with Wand Control and Square Corner Valance: Fiber, Pebble 3092; 2" Vinyl Blinds with Cord Control: Fiber, Pebble 3056 with 1" Cloth Tapes: Duck White 1136

CROWN STYLE VANES
These classic vertical vanes offer 

room-darkening qualities and 

broad appeal across a variety 

of designs.  They’re available 

in neutrals or colors, and fl at or 

embossed textures.

S-SHAPED VANES
For the practicality of vinyl, but 

the style and fl ow of fabric, 

choose an S-shaped vane. The 

S-curve of each vane closes 

tightly, providing greater room 

darkening properties. They’re 

also available in a wide variety of 

colors and textures.
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Not every window calls for the grand scale of 
a vertical blind—but you can still maintain a 
cohesive décor throughout your home. Graber 
provides an array of products designed to 
enhance the vertical product options. 

PAIR PRODUCTS FOR 
COHESIVE STYLE

PLEATED SHADES
If you’d like to coordinate your vertical blinds, but branch 

out into different materials, explore our coordinating options 

in Graber Pleated Shades. The Tuvalu collection of pleated 

shades is designed to mix and match with the vertical blind 

products.

ROLLER SHADES
For a stunning complement to the individual vanes of the 

Harmony vertical blind, choose the seamless surface of a roller 

shade from the coordinating Harmony collection.

2" VINYL HORIZONTALS
Graber Vinyl Horizontal Blinds are designed to coordinate 

perfectly with our vertical options. The PVC slats are durable 

and simple to maintain, and they’re an appropriate choice for 

any room in the house, regardless of humidity levels. Horizontal 

blinds and their extra options, including NoHoles™ and cloth 

tapes, offer varying levels of privacy and light control.  

Explore coordinating products in 
Graber Vinyl Horizontal Blinds, and 

Pleated and Roller Shades.

HARMONY
ACROSS THE HOME
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Left Top: Fabric Vertical Blind with Cord and Chain Control and Round Corner Valance: 
Harmony, Pebble 0230; Roller Shade with Cordless Lift: Harmony, Pebble 02602

Left Bottom: Crown Vinyl Vertical Blind with Wand Control and Square Corner Valance: 
Kensington, Room Key 3253; 2" Vinyl Blinds with Wand Control, NoHoles and Standard 

Valance: Kensington, Room Key 3038

Right: Fabric Vertical Blind with Wand Control: Tuvalu, Cream Caramel 0440 
with 3" Classic Wood Valance: Dover White 1683; 2" Pleated Shade: Tuvalu, 

Cream Caramel 4850

NOHOLES™

Increase your privacy and light 

control with this upgrade.

CLOTH TAPES
Add a designer touch 

to your horizontal blinds 

while increasing privacy 

and light control.
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The expansive windows and patio doors 
that call for vertical blinds set the scene to 
showcase a dramatic, layered design.

BUILD ON THE BASICS

CLEAN AND CLASSIC
Choosing only a vertical blind for your window treatment lends a 

clean, simple look to your windows and allows decorative molding 

to be the focal point. 

A DETAILED TOUCH
If desired, you can add visual interest to your windows with 

a rich wood valance or cornice, with the added touch of a 

keystone in a coordinating or accenting paint or stain.

EXPANDED FLOURISH
In expansive spaces designed for maximum drama, build to a 

visual crescendo with a soft framework of fabric draperies and 

the intricate, detailed notes of the Artisan Drapery Hardware 

fi nials and holdbacks. The Graber Artisan Collection offers a wide 

selection of fabric treatments in complementary colors and styles.
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Mix and match your vertical blinds 
with draperies, valances, and hardware 

to create a dimensional design.

CREATE 
A LAYERED LOOK

Top: Crown Vinyl Vertical Blind with Cord and Chain Control: Coronation, Royal Coach 3753

Middle: Crown Vinyl Vertical Blind with Cord and Chain Control: Coronation, Royal Coach 
3753 with 3" Classic Wood Valance: Espresso 1716

Bottom and Left: Crown Vinyl Vertical Blind with Cord and Chain Control: 
Coronation, Royal Coach 3753 with 3" Classic Wood Valance: Espresso 1716; 

Draperywith Pinch Pleat: Keynotes, Smoke 0616
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WOOD CLASSIC 
VALANCE
Our 3" traditional wood 

valance adds a warm and 

stylish touch. Available in a 

wide array of paints and stains.

WOOD LEGACY 
VALANCE 
Add regal poise with 

this 31/2" wood valance, 

available in the Traditions® 

line of paints and stains.

WOOD SYMPHONY  
VALANCE 
Impart an elegant touch with 

this 41/2" premium valance, 

available in multiple paints 

and stains to coordinate with 

your other wood details.

SQUARE CORNER 
A clean profi le.

DAUPHINE
4½" profi le features shirred fabric 

that adds detail to sheer verticals.

ROUND CORNER 
Features our Stay-Clear™ channel 

panel with a sleek rounded 

corners that accommodate vinyl 

and fabric vane inserts. Now 

available with sheer verticals.

DOUBLE ROUND 
CORNER 
Similar to the Round Corner 

valance, features a stacked layer 

of Stay-Clear channel panels 

for increased drama. Now 

available with sheer verticals.

VERTICAL VALANCES

2" HORIZONTAL VALANCES

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

A decorative valance provides the 
perfect finishing touch to your design.

ELEVATE
THE FINISHED PRODUCT

REGAL WOOD 
CORNICE
Sweeping lines lend a graceful 

air to your window. Available 

in 5½" or 7½" profi les.

NOBLE WOOD 
CORNICE
Bold and distinguished 

defi nition for large windows. 

Available in 5½" or 7½" profi les.

KEYSTONES
Conceal joints and add 

dimension to your cornice or 

valance. Match a stain or paint, 

or select a contrasting color for 

a more pronounced statement.

STANDARD 
A standard valance provides 

the fi nishing design touch 

and headrail coverage.

DOUBLE 
The layered design of the 

double valance adds an 

upscale fi nishing touch and 

better headrail coverage.

FABRIC-WRAPPED 
CORNICE
Complement or accent 

your vertical blinds with 

a cornice wrapped in 

your choice of fabric.

PREMIUM 
FABRIC-WRAPPED 
CORNICE
This option provides a 

more premium effect, with 

fabric wrapped around 

a padded wood base 

and fabric dust cover.

SOFT TOP 
TREATMENTS
Give your vertical blinds a 

drapery-style detail with a 

soft top treatment. Available 

in a variety of styles. 

   Sheer Vertical Blind with Cord and Chain Control and Double Round Corner Valance: Cascade, Champagne 2080
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VERTICAL OPTIONS

ANGLED WINDOWS 
Ideal for sloping, cathedral-

style windows.

BOW OR CURVED 
WINDOWS
The delicately curved one-

piece headrail allows your 

blinds to rotate and lay evenly.

BAY OR CORNER 
WINDOWS
For more dimensional 

windows, choose a bay or 

corner option that still allows 

blinds to operate separately.

CUT-OUT BLINDS
Easily adapt your blinds to allow 

for architectural elements. 

ONE TOUCH® 
CONTROL
A slender wand controls 

vane rotation and traversing 

of the blind. Recommended 

to eliminate cord hazards in 

homes with children or pets. 

CORD AND CHAIN 
CONTROL
Easy-to-operate cord and 

chain mechanism is used 

to rotate vanes and to 

open and close the blind.

RIGHT STACK LEFT STACK 

SPLIT STACK CENTER STACK 

VERTICAL STACKING OPTIONS

Choose how you’d like your vertical blinds to open for the 

optimal view to the outdoors.

Now that you’ve chosen your desired blinds, choose the options that will meet your specifi c needs. 

Fabric Vertical Blind with Cord and Chain Control and Square Corner Valance: 
Urban Loft, Rooftop 0383

PAIRED BLINDS
For especially wide windows, paired blinds utilize two 

adjacent headrails to effectively satisfy your needs. 
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       WARNING/
 ADVERTENCIA/
MISE EN GARDE

The cords on this product present a 
potential strangulation hazard.
Los cordones de este producto 
representan un peligro potencial de 
estrangulamiento.
Les câbles de ce produit représentent 
un danger potentiel de strangulation.

For child safety, consider cordless 
alternatives or products with 
inaccessible cords.
Para la seguridad de los niños, utilice 
alternativas sin cordón o productos 
cuyos cordones sean inaccessibles.
Pour la sécurité des enfants, pensez au 
sans fi l, ou procurez-vous des produits 
dont les câbles  ne sont pas accessibles.

You have high standards for the products you 
use to decorate your home. You want them to 
be strong and durable, of exceptional quality, 
and as beautiful as they are functional in design. 

You also have high standards for the companies 
who make those products. That’s why Graber 
is working constantly to improve processes, 
maximize product benefi ts, and above all, 
ensure your safety. 

When child-proofi ng your home it is important 
to remember that cords on traditional window 
blinds and shades pose a strangulation hazard, 
and can cause accidents or injuries to babies 
and toddlers. 

Cordless control is a safe alternative– 
eliminating the standard cord that could 
entangle children or pets. For more information 
on child-safe window treatments review the 
guidelines below, or talk with your Graber 
Design Consultant. 

IMPORTANT CORD SAFETY GUIDELINES 
The Window Covering Safety Council urges parents and 

caregivers to check for potential window cord hazards 

and make the necessary safety updates.

  Install only cordless window coverings in young children’s playrooms 

and sleeping areas.

   Replace or retrofi t window blinds, corded shades and draperies 

manufactured before 2001 with today’s safer products.

   Move all cribs, beds, furniture and toys away from windows and window 

cords, preferably to another wall.

   Keep all window pull cords and inner lift cords out of children’s reach. 

Make sure that tasseled pull cords are short and continuous-loop cords 

are permanently anchored to the fl oor or wall. Cord stops should be 

properly installed and adjusted.

   Lock cords into position whenever horizontal blinds or shades are lowered. 

YOUR SAFETY IS OUR 
HIGHEST PRIORITY

For more information, contact the Window Coverings Safety 
Council at windowcoverings.org or 1-800-506-4636. You can 
also fi nd a list of Graber products that are safer alternatives 
for children and pets at graberblinds.com.

MOTORIZED TILT
Control an individual blind or 

group of blinds together with 

our motorized control option.

 MULTIPLE BLINDS ON 
ONE HEADRAIL
Accommodate wide windows 

or patio doors. A single headrail 

adds a unifi ed look across up 

to three independent blinds.

 WAND TILT
A single slender wand 

tilts slats to adjust privacy 

and light-control levels.

Recommended to eliminate 

cord hazards in homes 

with children or pets. 

 BAY OR CORNER 
WINDOWS
For more dimensional 

windows, choose a bay or 

corner option that still allows 

blinds to operate separately.

 CORD TILT
The standard cord tilt is 

precision engineered for 

durability.

CUT-OUT BLINDS
Easily adapt your blinds to allow 

for architectural elements.

HORIZONTAL OPTIONS

Various control types and unique window options ensure our 

horizontal vinyl blinds satisfy your requirements. 

   2" Vinyl Blinds with Cord Control: Fiber, Pebble 3092 with 1" Cloth Tape: Duck White 1136
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